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The bsea Well Response and Source Control SubIOGP Report 594 – Prepared by the
Sucommittee (SWCSC) of the Wells Expert Committee

• Established in June 2011, WEC has become the global voice of Operators and a relevant and effective
technical authority on the prevention and mitigation of high consequence well control events.
• The SWRSC was formed in 2017 and aims to:
• Be a centralised source of industry knowledge and shared experience in subsea well response and source control
• Support IOGP member organisations and the broader E&P industry engaged in subsea activity
• Provide a forum for industry to identify technical areas where further development may be warranted
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About Report 594
The IOGP Report 594 - Subsea Well Source Control Emergency Response Planning Guide…

Purpose – Report 594
• Fills an industry knowledge gap where a vast amount of
information has been accrued but not concisely disseminated to
the wider industry in recent times.
• Is intended to inform both technical and non-technical
stakeholders as to what is meant by source control and present an
holistic picture of what is involved.
• Provides an overview of the technical activities that should be
considered when designing wells and preparing a response plan.
• Establishes a common workflow and guidelines for industry
participants to work from.
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Participants
• Developed by subcommittee members which consists of focal points and Subject Matter Experts
from IOGP member organisations.
• Within the subcommittee, there are a range of technical disciplines and skillsets that compliment
each other.
• Took into account surface and subsurface, Metocean and other considerations and that different
regions have different capabilities.
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Content of Report 594

The IOGP Report 594 - Subsea Well Source Control Emergency Response Planning Guide…

Report 594 has six key parts:
• Foreword
– Introduces the report and describes the difference between Capping and
Containment.

• Part 1: Overview of Source Control Emergency Response
– Describes response organisational structures and key task groups.

• Part 2: Engineering Activities to Support Response Planning
– Goes into engineering, design and preparation activities that should be
considered before drilling commences.

• Part 3: Capping Stack Planning and Installation
– Discusses how to choose and deploy the right capping stack solution.

• Part 4: Logistics Planning
– Considers mobilisation and logistic requirements.

• Appendix:
−
−
−
−
−

Overview of Containment.
Response task group detailed descriptions.
Capping stack resources available to industry.
An overview of the capping stack installation process.
Example drawings.

− Response Plan checklists.
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The industry has come a long way since the pre-Macondo philosophy
of a major subsea blowout. We have done a lot more in prevention
activities on the left side of the bowtie with:
• Greater awareness that the risks are real and the consequences
are grave
• More rigorous crew training and certification
• Various crew competency Process Safety programs by Operators
and Rig Contractors
• Stronger regulatory environments for Well Control Systems
• Remote drilling monitoring centers
• Advancing technology for well monitoring and kick detection
We still need to be prepared to respond to a major loss of
containment in a systematic way and with standard methodology.

We cannot eliminate all risk for a blowout
but we can be prepared!
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Containment or Flowback
Containment involves not shutting in the incident well but rather flowing it back to surface production systems.
It is akin to constructing and commissioning a small scale subsea production system.
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Containment Response

Part 1: Overview Section
The IOGP Report 594 - Subsea Well Source Control Emergency Response Planning Guide…
Source Control Operations Officer /
Source Control Branch Director

Admin.&
Functional Support Liaisons

594 Defines the Source Control
Branch and 5 main tasks:

Relief Well
Drilling Operations
Manager

SIMOPS

Well Capping

Site Survey

1.

Site Survey: Inspection and mapping of the area around the incident well

2.

BOP Intervention: The task of stopping or attempting to stop the flow using
the existing BOP

3.

Debris Removal: Providing access to the BOP capping stack attachment
point, if obstructed

4.

5.

Subsea Dispersant: Delivering dispersant to the flow path to reduce the
amount of volatile hydrocarbons and restore working conditions over the well
to the responders.
Capping: Mobilizing and installing the capping stack
Containment: Capture and containment of hydrocarbon flow while other
methods to secure the well are carried out
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BOP Intervention

Debris Removal.

Subsea Dispersant

Capping

Engineering
Services

Part 1: Overview Section
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Illustrates the Sequence of execution tasks
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Summary of Pre-Drill Planning Tasks for Capping
• WCD (Worst Case Discharge) Analysis – evaluate the range of blowout scenarios
for analysis of the incident well conditions for capping and containment
• Blowout Load Case – Casing Design for WCD & displacement to hydrocarbon
considers the impact on well integrity when the wellbore is displaced to formation
fluids during an unrestricted blowout.
• Well Integrity & Source Control Selection – Well design screening that assesses
whether the well can be shut-in after capping.
• Structural Integrity Analysis – Consider the impact a blowout will have on the
structural integrity of the well. Consider the additional weight of a capping stack on
the subsea components.
• Plume Study – Perform subsea plume dispersion studies. Consider water depth,
flowrate and phase of escape fluids. Plume force landing analysis. Evaluate blowout
scenarios where hydrocarbons in the water column interfere with surface operations
to cap or kill the well (vertical access assessment)
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Continued Summary of Pre-Drill Planning Tasks
• Relief Well Planning – Including relief well dynamic kill plan
• Back-up Equipment
• Alternate Rigs / Mutual Aid Agreements (personnel & equipment)
• Other Services and Equipment
• Workforce
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2.1 Summary of Tasks
Item

Description

Resources/References

WCD Analysis

Worst Case Discharge – evaluate the range of blowout
scenarios for analysis of the incident well conditions for
capping and containment. Factors that might be
considered include:
•
Degree of penetration into a hydrocarbon
reservoir.
•
Flow path: annulus, drill pipe or both.
•
BOP closure: partially closed or open.

•

Considers the impact on well integrity when the wellbore
is displaced to formation fluids during an unrestricted
blowout. In this load case the reduced internal support
pressure, combined with increased annulus pressure due
to heating may lead to the burst or collapse of casing. If
the casing fails, it could result in a breach of hydrocarbons
into shallower weaker formation or loss of access. Casing
design evaluates the situation and may make changes to
mitigate the consequence.

•

NCS Well Capping Status Report, 26 January 2017

Well design screening that assesses whether the well can
be shut-in after capping. A well should be able to be
categorised into one of three below:
•
Full mechanical and geologic integrity
•
Mechanical or geologic integrity not intact, but
consequence of failure is acceptable
•
Wellbore integrity does not exist and well cannot
be shut-in without hydrocarbons
escaping/broaching to sea

•

US Department of Interior – Bureau of Ocean
Energy Management, Regulation and Enforcement

Casing Design for WCD & Displacement
to Hydrocarbon
(Blowout load case)

Well Integrity & Source Control Selection
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•
•
•

•

SPE Calculation of Worst-Case Discharge (WCD)
March 2015
SPE WCD Summit New Orleans, LA March 2014
API JITF – Joint Industry Task Force Subsea
Dispersant Injection Project
IPIECA Dispersants: Subsea application. Good
practice guideline for incident management and
emergency response personnel.
API RP 96 - Deepwater Well Design and
Construction

Part 3: Capping Stack Planning and Installation
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Item
BOP ROV Panel Verification

Description

Resources/References

•

Have the correct ROV hot stabs to mate with
the BOP panel.
Possible need for subsea hydraulic intervention
skid.
Suitable grab handles for stabilisation on the
BOP intervention panel.

•

API RP 17H - Recommended Practices for
Subsea Capping Stacks

Perform interface checks for capping stacks to
drilling BOPs and subsea trees.
Collect dimensional drawings of the BOP or
subsea tree.
Prepare 3D and 2D drawings of capping stack
connectors interfacing with lower BOP/SSXHT
mandrel.
Check for clashes with inner diameter of guide
funnel/LMRP interface. Recommend
performing physical checks as well as drawing
checks.

•

Capping stack providers will generally
have information or procedures on
interfacing.

•

NOROG Well Capping Status Report, 26
January 2017.
OTC-25259-MS - Subsea Well Response
Project enhances international well
incident intervention capabilities

•
•
•

Well or BOP to Capping Stack
interface analysis/
interference study

Provisions for BOP Adapter
or spare connector

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Landing Analysis
•
•

Offset Landing Plan

•
•

Ultra-deepwater Capping
stack deployment

For cases where capping stack connector
clashes with BOP/SSXHT mandrel or different
hub profile.
Cross-over adapter.
Locate connector with smaller OD.
Using the results of plume dispersion study,
simulate the landing of a capping stack on the
subsea blowout and determine stability as
capping stack is landed.
For shallow water cases, offset landing
methodologies should be studied.
Consider results from plume study to
determine if vertical access is feasible.
Shallow water and/or high rate gas blowouts
are cases where this would be most likely.
Field layouts during development planning
should consider offset landing scenarios when
designating exclusion zones or approach areas.

•

•

Consider methodologies for landing capping
stack in ultra-deep water where weights (stack
+ wire) begin to exceed vessel capabilities.
o
Installation by MODU on drill pipe
Heave compensated landing system
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As part of the well design process, some early analysis should be considered to evaluate the
Capping stack specification, required ancillary equipment, mobilisation, deployment methods, and
any interface issues for vertical access.
Capping Selection
•

Not all capping stacks are equally created or specified. When preparing the SCERP and
implementing response contracts, it is important to ensure the proposed capping stack
meets its intended requirements. Performance specifications that need to be
considered are:

•

Conformance with API RP 17W - Recommended Practices for Subsea Capping Stacks
and other applicable industry standards

•

Wellhead, BOP top, and LMRP top interface points

•

Through bore size

•

Water depth rating which affects stack specification and deployment method(s)

•

Flowing temperature, pressure rating, flow rate, and fluid type rating

•

Re-entry considerations

•

Chemical injection functionality for hydrate mitigation or management

•

Pump-in capability for well kill operations

•

Pressure and temperature monitoring sensors

•

Modularity of design and ability to mobilise expediently from point of location (air
versus sea freight)

•

Choke size and specification (important for cap and contain methods or contingency)

•

Containment flowback system interface design

•

Overall shape and weight of the selected capping stack related to installation
methodology when considering water depths, subsea currents, plume force uplift, etc.

•

Recovery operations – either during the cap installation operation, or during retrieval
after the well has been killed
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Practical Considerations:
• Air, roads and sea port location and infrastructure.
• Where to find subsea intervention vessels with suitable ROV and crane or
derrick equipment.
• Which vessels or how to deploy the capping stack in your location.
• Where to source accessories such as dispersant delivery systems and how to
install those systems on a vessel.
• The type of hydrocarbon flowing.
• Typical weather conditions in that area.
• Mobilising specialist trained personnel and having work permits in place.
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Item

Description

Establish Timeline for deployment of
capping stack

•
•
•

Mobilise equipment from storage location to quayside or airport
At airport/quayside, organise, test, and load equipment onto transports (plane or ship)
Consider impact of local infrastructure (roads, traffic, power lines, etc.) on ability to move large heavy loads

•

Mobilisation of support equipment that is not provided by the capping stack provider. Equipment includes:
• Dispersant conduit system
• Hydrate prevention or remediation chemicals (MEG or Methanol)
• Specialist adapters or interfacing equipment
• Wellhead straightening equipment
• Additional debris removal tools
• Specialist ROV site survey and debris clearance tools
• Rigging equipment

Air transport – time estimates

•
•

Determine aircraft availability and time necessary to move to deployment airport
Multiple flights likely

Airport infrastructure assessment

•
•
•

Determine availability and capability of load out equipment (cranes, scissor lifts, dollies, etc.)
Establish staging areas; ability to accommodate multiple aircraft
Customs clearance

Road Transportation

•

Route planning and permits to transfer equipment from the airport to the sea port

Equipment Staging and Preparation

•
•

Available space for staging
Available resources such as high capacity cranes, air, water, power, pressure testing areas, etc.

Installation vessels

•
•
•
•
•

DP Station keeping
High capacity active heave compensated crane or winch; assess wire size, length and age/condition
Launch and recovery capabilities/over-board cranes
Deck space
Sea fastening plan

Customs clearance

•

Establish contacts and plans for swift customs clearance upon arrival in country of destination

Personnel visas

•

Ensuring that specialist or other support personnel obtain business visas

Dispersant use approval process

•
•
•

Consider obtaining pre-approval for import of dispersants
Understand National Oil Spill Contingency Plan and protocol/stakeholders for dispersant approvals
Exercise and plan NEBA/SIMA process

Establish Timeline for mobilisation of
Operator’s Equipment
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State of the Industry Snapshot
The IOGP Report 594 – Provides a snapshot for the state of the industry’s ability to respond

ü Checklists

Appendix 6: Capping and
Containment Plan Checklist
Description

Available?

Comments or Details

Procedures and Planning

• The Appendices contain numerous
checklists for capping and
containment planning
• The check lists that follow are
intended to be an aid memoire
• They do not present a mandatory or
prescriptive requirement

Has the need for onsite coordinator been assessed?

SIMOPS Field Director (located on
one of the primary response
vessels) will coordinate with the
onshore SIMOPS centre.

Has a seabed infrastructure layout plan (including location of
relief wells) developed?
Is there an overview of availability of Regional response
vessels and MODUs?

This may also be a mutual aid
matter.

Have emergency response duties been communicated to and
acknowledged by the relevant parties?

IMT.

Is the emergency response training and competence of crews
in place and maintained?

IMT, Wells.

Is there a resource plan for the mobilisation and utilisation of
capping and containment equipment?
Has a contact list for capping and containment operations
been developed?
Has a schedule for commencement of subsea dispersant
delivery according to local requirements been developed?
Is there a subsea dispersant delivery plan?
Is there a high-level contingency plan for wellhead
straightening?
Has a generic SIMOPS plan for source control been
developed?
Is there an incident site air monitoring plan (VOC’s and LEL)?
Are metocean conditions understood?
Do plans include limitations and challenges in operating
under difficult met-ocean conditions?
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Regulator dependent.

Guidance
The IOGP Report 594 – Provides guidance on things to anticipate
• Practical problems such as inclined wellhead or ultra-deepwater deployment.

Guidance
The IOGP Report 594 – Provides guidance on things to anticipate
The OSRL OIE (Offset Installation Equipment) is a System for installing a capping stack on shallow water
subsea wells or wells where vertical access is challenged

Where can I get a copy of Report 594?

IOGP Report 594 - Source Control Emergency
Response Planning Guide for Subsea Wells

The report is available to download from the
IOGP Bookstore
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Questions?

Pat Brenan
Chair SWRSC IOGP
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Follow us on Twitter:
@iogp_news

Or visit our website

Connect with us on LinkedIn:

www.iogp.org

www.iogp.org/linkedin

Follow us on Facebook:
www.facebook.com/IOGPNews

